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Purpose 
 
The purpose of this paper is to describe the modifica4ons to GNSS-SDRLIB that are necessary to 
process IQ data files produced by the Firehose RF front end (soDware defined receiver). I’ll start 
out showing the results of what you should see in GNSS-SDRLIB once the modifica4ons are 
made, followed by how to set up the Firehose files and how to modify GNSS-SDRLIB. 
 
 
The Firehose RF Front End 

 
The Firehose is a GNSS RF front end and digi4zer. It provides three 
50 MHz RF channels (and two auxiliary baseband channels), 
suppor4ng signals from GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, Beidou and 
SBAS.  Signals are transmiUed on a gigabit Ethernet link using two 
bits for I and two bits for Q; this format provides high-quality 
wideband signals to any downstream soDware receiver or recorder. 
 
 
Running GNSS-SDRLIB 
 
When the modifica4ons discussed in this memo are applied to GNSS-SDRLIB, you should see 
results similar to what is shown in the figures below. I’m using a Linux PC running Ubuntu 20.04 
LTS OS. Also, this paper assumes the user already has some familiarity with running GNSS-
SDRLIB with a bladeRF (or rtlsdr) RF front end. 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Histogram and Spectrum Plot for Firehose 
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Figure 2. Acquisi4on and Tracking Plots 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Naviga4on Data Decoded 
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Steps for Preparing Firehose Files and For Modifying GNSS-SDRLIB 
 
Step 1. Save the Firehose data in pcap format, then parse out L1C data to a binary file. These 
steps are accomplished using the Python scripts provided by the Firehose developer, Peter 
Monta, and found on his github repository. 
 
To create a pcap file with ~90 seconds of data, use the following (replace en10 with applicable 
ethernet port) command in a Linux terminal: 
 
sudo tcpdump -nn -i en10 -c 6930000 -B 100000 -w captureData.cap ether proto 0x88b5 

 
To parse the pcap data into a L1C binary file, use the following Linux command: 
 
./packet2wav_3ch 1 <captureData.pcap >firehose_dataL1.dat 

 
 
Step 2. Run the Python script (provided in Appendix A) to modify the L1C binary data file parsed 
in Step1 so that it can be processed in GNSS-SDRLIB. This script performs three primary 
func4ons: 
 

• Removes the carrier offset from the Firehose L1 signal 
• Adjusts the range of the data to +/- 127 (int8) 
• Down-samples the 70 Msps Firehose data to a more manageable 10 Msps. Since we are 

saving 2 bytes for each IQ sample-pair, you should get a 900 MB file is saving 45 seconds 
worth of 10 Msps data, as an example. 

 
 
Step 3. Make several modifica4ons to the GNSS-SDRLIB code. 
 

1. Modify the iladerf_pushtomem func4on (found in bladerf.c) so that it can read the 10 
Msps Firehose file we created in Step 2. See Appendix B for the modifica4ons. 

2. In the startsdr func4on in sdrmain.c, disable the call to chk_initvalue. If used 
unmodified, it will fail the read of our modified Firehose file. 

3. Change the scaling for the track plots if desired. To do this, I changed scale (in the 
initplotstruct func4on in sdrinint.c) from 5 to 30. 

 
 
Step 4. Modify the bladerf ini file (bladefile.ini) to set the sampling frequency to 10 Msps, and 
point the FILE1 parameter to the loca4on of the file that was created in Step 2. 
 
 
Step 5. Compile and run GNSS-SDRLIB. 
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Appendix A. Python Script for Step 2 
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Appendix B. GNSS-SDRLIB ModificaJons 

 

 


